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Abstract 

The fragment of Aeschylus' sayrplqy 'Theoroi" or 'f[sthmiastai" concerning 

satyrs dedicating images of themselves in the sanctuarj of Poseidon at Isthmia is of 

interest to the study of ancient art, insofar as it contains a whole range of art histor-

ical terms and expressions. Because of the ambiguity of the words eikon, eidolon, 
morphe, Daidalou mimema, kalligrapton euchan and euktaia kosmon 
which can denote various kinds of pictorial images, the first part of the fragment (/rg 

78a, 1-22) has been the subject of discussions on the part of philologists and, to a 

lesser degree, historians of classical art. The main question concerns what kind of 

images the satyrs are presenting - eveiything from painted pinakes, sayr-head ante-

fixes and sayr-masks to statuettes has been suggested, but no consensus has been 

reached. Drawing upon the evidence of the visual arts in the early  classicalperiod, it 

is discussed here whether the votive gfis Aeschylus had in mind were of afar more 

ambitious kind, namely life-si7e bronze statues. 

*5* 

I. 

The plot of the preserved fragments of Aeschylus' satyr-play 
"Theoroi" or "Isthmiastai", the Spectators or Ambassadors (P.Oxy. 2162; 
Aesch. frag. 276; Radt TrGf frag. 78a-c; Mette frg. 17; Diggle, TrGFS, p. 
11-15) is set in the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia. The opening pas-
sage, lines 1-22, concerns art works, votive gifts a chorus of satyrs are 
going to donate to the god. One satyr presenting his "portrait" speaks:' 

bpcavTrc eucoI)[c] 06 Kcet' &vpuincouc[ 
6TCT11 ô' &V iipÔTLg, JtIXVe 001 tao 6x0ei3Ti. 

Kapt 6pe0a t60 Got; ltpó(pp(,)v yap el. 
áKoue & Jc&ç oiya Oere2.e1O.[.]. 
ikpooverv[..]..[	 ] 
ci&a?ov elvar tofrt ' bj.t'fjr soppil 7t2cov 
tO icaOáA.ou *[i]j.iiice; (pcovTç bin 

in..

I have used the editions 
of RADT 1985: TrGF; and 
DIGGLE 1998: TrGFS. The 
fragment was first published 
by LOBEL in 1941 in the P. 0.%y. 
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